Abstract Bisection tasks are used in research on normal space and time perception and to assess the perceptual distortions accompanying neurological disorders. Several variants of the bisection task are used, which often yield inconsistent results, prompting the question of which variant is most dependable and which results are to be trusted. We addressed this question using theoretical and experimental approaches. Theoretical performance in bisection tasks is derived from a general model of psychophysical performance that includes sensory components and decisional processes. The model predicts how performance should differ across variants of the task, even when the sensory component is fixed. To test these predictions, data were collected in a within-subjects study with several variants of a spatial bisection task, including a two-response variant in which observers indicated whether a line was transected to the right or left of the midpoint, a three-response variant (which included the additional option to respond "midpoint"), and a paired-comparison variant of the three-response format. The data supported the model predictions, revealing that estimated bisection points were least dependable with the two-response variant, because this format confounds perceptual and decisional influences. Only the three-response paired-comparison format can separate out these influences. Implications for research in basic and clinical fields are discussed.
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Measuring the perceptual midpoint along some physical dimension is theoretically important in basic perception science, but it is also clinically useful. For instance, several psychiatric or neurological disorders are accompanied by impaired time processing and a distorted perception of temporal duration or time continuity (e.g., Lee et al., 2009) ; similarly, neurological conditions such as hemianopia and spatial neglect often involve unilateral visual-field defects accompanied by anomalies of space perception (e.g., Schuett, Dauner, & Zihl, 2011) , and midline marking is actually used for diagnosing neglect (Schenkenberg, Bradford, & Ajax, 1980) . This article focuses on measurement of the spatial midpoint, although the situation in measurements of the temporal midpoint is analogous. The spatial perceptual midpoint is measured in one of two ways: & with the bisection task-a subjective, free-viewing, freeresponse task in which observers manually or ocularly transect a line at what they perceive to be its midpoint; or & with Milner's landmark task (Milner, Brechmann, & Pagliarini, 1992 )-an objective, generally shortpresentation task in which a series of identical lines, each pretransected by a bar at a different point, are displayed one at a time, and observers judge for each line (i) whether the transecting bar is to the left or the right of what they perceive to be the midpoint of the line, or (ii) which of the two segments of the transected line is longer (or shorter). It should be noted that the temporal analogue of the landmark task is instead dubbed the temporal bisection task (in which observers are requested to indicate whether each of a set of presentation durations is closer to designated short or long durations that have previously been presented).
Empirical research has shown that bisection and landmark tasks generally yield different results, even in within-subjects studies (e.g., Cavézian, Valadao, Hurwitz, Saoud, & Danckert, 2012; Harvey, Krämer-McCaffery, Dow, Murphy, & Gilchrist, 2002; Harvey & Olk, 2004; Luh, 1995) . This has prompted some researchers to suggest that different strategies and neural networks govern performance in each task, a reasonable notion, on consideration of a fundamental difference between the tasks: The bisection task directly asks observers to indicate where they perceive the midpoint to be; and in contrast, the landmark task prevents observers from reporting the location(s) at which they perceive the transecting bar to be at the midpoint by forcing them to give instead a "left" or a "right" response. It is hardly contentious that informed "left"/"right" responses cannot be given when the transecting bar is at the perceptual midpoint. Thus, the landmark task only gathers indirect data whose interpretation rests on the assumption that observers evenly give "left" and "right" responses when they perceive the transecting bar to be at the midpoint. This assumption is explicitly built into some models of performance in the analogous temporal bisection task (see Wearden & Ferrara, 1995) , but empirical evidence discussed next shows that the assumption is untenable.
Morgan, Dillenburger, Raphael, and Solomon (2012) used a modified form of the landmark task to illustrate the empirical consequences of alternative strategies that observers may use to respond when undecided-that is, when they cannot tell whether the displayed stimulus is on the right or the left of the midpoint. The net effect is that the estimated perceptual midpoint is artifactually shifted in either direction by a meaningful, and potentially large, amount. Such response bias, defined as unbalanced "left"/"right" responses when undecided, 1 produces analogous shifts in many other psychophysical tasks (see, e.g., Alcalá-Quintana & García-Pérez, 2011; García-Pérez & Alcalá-Quintana, 2010a , 2010b , 2011a , 2011b , 2012a , 2012b , and other accounts describe shifts due to what we will define later as decisional bias (see, e.g., Schneider, 2011; Schneider & Komlos, 2008) . These findings cast doubts on the validity of estimates of the perceptual midpoint obtained with the landmark task. Specifically, any observed shifts could be spurious consequences of nonperceptual biases in the absence of true perceptual distortions, but, on the other hand, a lack of observed shifts could also be a spurious consequence of nonperceptual biases countering true perceptual distortions. Bisiach, Ricci, Lualdi, and Colombo (1998) proposed a method to eliminate the influence of response bias from estimates obtained with the landmark task, but comments on it will be deferred to the "Discussion" section. Analogous considerations have led to questioning the interpretability of results obtained with the temporal bisection task (e.g., Allan, 2002; Raslear, 1985) .
The landmark task is an instance of what used to be called the method of single stimuli (MSS), to stress the fact that a single stimulus is presented in each trial for the observer to make a categorical judgment on. Because this judgment is typically binary (e.g., left vs. right, in the landmark task) this method is also frequently dubbed single-presentation, twoalternative forced choice. In a theoretical analysis of the task, García-Pérez and Alcalá-Quintana (2013) showed that MSS has inherent and inevitable shortcomings that make it unsuitable for the investigation of perceptual processes. The theoretical analysis also showed that these problems can be partly alleviated with a slight amendment of the MSS task, and that the problems can be completely solved with a pairedcomparison task including three response options. The goal of this article is to test these theoretical results in a withinsubjects study using three alternative formats for the landmark task. All observers also carried out a manual bisection task in a computer-administered form that involved the same stimulus used in the landmark tasks. Before describing our experiments and the results, the next two sections will outline the model of psychophysical performance that motivates this research, provide mathematical expressions for the theoretical psychometric functions that should describe the data, and present the predictions of performance across the variants of the landmark task that will be tested in this study.
The indecision model of psychophysical judgments
The indecision model in signal detection theory (SDT) is built on the fact that categorical or comparative judgments along bipolar continua always render three qualitative outcomes. In paired-comparison tasks involving stimuli A and B, the outcomes are "A weaker than B," "A stronger than B," or "A indistinguishable from B"; in the landmark task (under MSS), the outcomes are "bar to the left of the midpoint," "bar to the right of the midpoint," or "bar seemingly at the midpoint." The usual format with which these tasks are administered does not allow for reporting the intermediate judgment (i.e., "bar seemingly at the midpoint"), despite the interest in estimating the physical position at which this judgment is maximally prevalent; instead, observers are forced to give left/right responses. The model described next highlights the undesirable implications of this practice.
The indecision model includes a psychophysical function relating mean sensory effects to the relevant physical dimension of a stimulus (Fig. 1a) and a decision space mapping continuous sensory states onto judgments (Fig. 1b) . Each column in Fig. 1 depicts a different scenario. For the landmark 1 The term response bias is often used to denote what will be called decisional bias here, to be described below. And it is also used at other times to refer to a directional bias by which observers preferentially give one of the response options, regardless of the features of the stimulus (Bisiach, Ricci, Lualdi, & Colombo, 1998; Milner, Harvey, Roberts, & Foster, 1993) . In this article, response bias will exclusively denote observers' uneven use of the "left" and "right" response categories when they have to guess in response to a stimulus for which their informed judgment is "at the midpoint." Note that this type of contingent guessing differs substantially and meaningfully from the wild guessing discussed by Toraldo, McIntosh, Dijkerman, and Milner (2004) , which takes place irrespective of stimulus features and without any judgment being made. task, the psychophysical function μ maps physical space onto perceptual space. Without loss of generality, this function is assumed to be linear in this illustration; that is,
where α = 0 (left and right panels in Fig. 1a ) makes the function go through the origin, so that physical position 0 (the physical midpoint) maps onto perceptual position 0 (the perceptual midpoint). In contrast, α ≠ 0 (center panel in Fig. 1a ) renders μ(0) = α, so that the perceptual midpoint occurs at the physical position μ −1 (0) = −α/β. This creates a true perceptual shift, caused by whatever pushes μ away from the origin.
The psychophysical function gives the mean sensory effect S (here, perceived position) elicited by a stimulus at position x, but, across trials, the perceived position of a transecting bar at physical position x is in SDT a unit-variance 2 normal random variable with a density
Figure 1b shows this distribution for a stimulus at x = 1 along with the decision space that partitions the continuum of perceived positions into three regions delimited by vertical lines at S = δ 1 and S = δ 2 : a region of large negative values yielding judgments of "left of the midpoint," a region of large positive values yielding judgments of "right of the midpoint," and a region of values around zero yielding judgments of "at the midpoint." The region (δ 1 , δ 2 ) is Fechner's (1860 Fechner's ( /1966 interval of uncertainty and reflects the resolution with which observers can judge that transection occurs away from the midpoint. Then, the probabilities of "left," "center," and "right" judgments are, respectively, Prob(S < δ 1 ), Prob(δ 1 < S < δ 2 ), and Prob(S > δ 2 ). Note that δ 1 = −δ 2 in the left and center panels of Fig. 1b , implying that the interval of uncertainty is centered. In contrast, the interval is off-center in the right panel of Fig. 1b , yielding what is referred to as decisional bias: The strength of evidence requested to make a "left" judgment differs from that requested to make a "right" judgment.
Although observers make judgments with these three outcomes, the conventional response format forces them to misreport "center" judgments as "left" or "right" responses. This two-response variant of the landmark task will be referred to as MSS-2R hereafter. In these cases, and for one reason or another, observers may have a response bias, giving "right" responses with probability ξ and "left" responses with probability 1 − ξ. The psychometric function for "right" responses in MSS-2R is thus
where Φ is the unit-normal cumulative distribution function. The form and location of the resultant psychometric function thus varies with α, β, δ 1 , δ 2 , and ξ. As is shown in the left panel of Fig. 1c , mere response bias (i.e., ξ ≠ .5) masquerades as a perceptual shift: When α = 0 (i.e., no perceptual shift) and δ 1 = −δ 2 (i.e., no decisional bias), an observer with ξ = 0 always gives "left" responses for "center" judgments (blue arrow in the left panel of the electronic version of Fig. 1b ; all subsequent color references to figures refer to the versions obtainable online), and the resultant psychometric function is shifted to the right (blue curve in the left panel of Fig. 1c ), so that its 50 % point does not reflect the true perceptual midpoint at x = 0; at the other extreme, an observer with ξ = 1 always gives "right" responses for "center" judgments (red arrow in the left panel of Fig. 1b) , the resultant psychometric function is shifted to the left (red curve in the left panel of Fig. 1c) , and its 50 % point also does not reflect the true perceptual midpoint; finally, observers with intermediate values of ξ give a potentially unbalanced mixture of "left" and "right" responses for "center" judgments that reflect smaller shifts of the psychometric function (black curves in the left panel of Fig. 1c ).
The observer can only be claimed to be unbiased when ξ = .5, so that the 50 % point on the resultant psychometric function (central black curve in the left panel of Fig. 1c ) reflects the true perceptual midpoint. These shifts caused by response bias occur also under the conditions illustrated in the center and right columns of Fig. 1 , and across the board, the three panels of Fig. 1c show that the left/right response format cannot separate perceptual shifts from artifactual shifts caused by response bias or decisional bias. In the absence of true perceptual shifts, response bias can displace the psychometric function anywhere from well below to well above the physical midpoint (left panel in Fig. 1c) , and decisional bias can displace the psychometric function even further (right panel in Fig. 1c) . True perceptual shifts, on the other hand, can be spuriously inflated, reduced, eliminated, or even inverted by either response bias (center panel in Fig. 1c ) or decisional bias (not illustrated in Fig. 1 ). In other words, the 50 % point on the psychometric function for the MSS-2R task is uninterpretable, because there is no way to determine whether its location has been affected by response or decisional biases. It is paradoxical that a design aimed at estimating the perceptual midpoint prevents observers from reporting 2 The unit-variance assumption is inconsequential and only serves to set a common but arbitrary scale in SDT models. As will be clear from Eqs. 3 and 4 below, potential nonunit values of the standard deviation of sensory effects are incorporated into the slope parameter β of the psychophysical function in Eq. 1. (columns) . a Psychophysical functions μ mapping physical space onto perceptual space. The function has the form of Eq. 1, with α = 0 and β = 0.9 (left and right columns), so that the perceptual midpoint and physical midpoint match (i.e., the zero crossing of μ is at x = −α/β = 0), or with α = 0.9 and β = 0.9 (center column), so that the perceptual midpoint is not at the physical midpoint (i.e., the zero crossing of μ is at x = −α/β = −1). b Distributions of perceptual position (curve) given by Eq. 2 for a configuration in which the transecting bar is at x = 1, yielding the mean perceptual position indicated by the solid lines in row a. Also shown is the decision space with boundaries at S = δ 1 and S = δ 2 , which partitions the continuum into intervals associated with the judgments indicated at the top. Judgments are not affected by decisional bias if δ 1 = −δ 2 (left and center columns, where δ 1 = −1.3 and δ 2 = 1.3); otherwise (right column, where δ 1 = −2.2 and δ 2 = 0.4), a decisional bias is involved whereby the strength of evidence, |δ 1 |, required for a "left" judgment differs from (is larger than, in this illustration) the strength of evidence, |δ 2 |, required for a "right" judgment. c Ranges of psychometric functions Ψ (probability of "right" response as a function of position of the transecting bar) that could be observed when observers are asked to report a "left"/"right" judgment. The mathematical form of Ψ is given by Eq. 3. If observers invariably report "center" judgments as "right" responses (i.e., ξ = 1; red arrows in row b), Ψ as plotted in red obtains; if they always report "center" judgments as "left" responses (ξ = 0; blue arrows in row b), Ψ as plotted in blue obtains; the black curves plot the resultant Ψs for intermediate cases (left to right, ξ = .75, .5, and .25) . Of all these functions, only the 50 % point on the one for which ξ = .5 reflects the true perceptual midpoint, provided that the observer does not have any decisional bias. d Psychometric functions arising in a ternary variant of the landmark task, whose mathematical forms are given by Eqs. 4. Each curve represents the probability of the response printed with the same color in the upper part of the panel. Response bias no longer affects these psychometric functions, because "center" judgments are reported separately (black curves); however, decisional bias (right column) displaces the ensemble just as a true perceptual shift (center column) does. Color is available only in the online version judgments of perceived midpoint, forcing them to misreport such judgments as "left" or "right" responses, at random. The conventional binary format can be replaced with a ternary format with "left," "center," and "right" as response options. To our knowledge, a "center" response option in the landmark task has been used only once, for a different purpose: Olk, Wee, and Kingstone (2004) used it to confirm Marshall and Halligan's (1989) surmise that, as compared to normal controls, neglect patients have a broader "indifference zone," defined as the range of positions at which a transecting bar appears subjectively to be at the midpoint. But Olk et al. did not consider the implications for estimates of the perceptual midpoint obtained under the left/right format. This may explain why the benefits of including a "center" response option in the landmark task have not been appreciated, and also why the inadvisable left/right format continues to be massively used.
Inclusion of a "center" response option provides a separate category for the judgment of the utmost interest. This threeresponse variant of the landmark task will be referred to as MSS-3R here. The main advantage of this format is that it removes response bias entirely: Observers no longer exert bias when guessing "left" or "right" responses for "center" judgments. Formally, the psychometric functions for "right" and "center" responses in the ternary task are, respectively,
(see Fig. 1d ), whereas the psychometric function for "left" responses is simply 1 − Ψ MSS-3R − ϒ MSS-3R . The peak of ϒ MSS-3R (i.e., the physical position at which "center" responses prevail) reveals the true perceptual midpoint in the absence of decisional bias (left and center panels in Fig. 1d ), but decisional bias alters the location of this peak to give the appearance of a nonexistent perceptual shift (right panel in Fig. 1d) . Thus, the three-response format only removes response bias; the effects of decisional bias cannot be removed under any variant of MSS. As we will show next, paired-comparison tasks with the ternary response format separate out decisional bias and allow for identifying true perceptual shifts. A paired-comparison variant of the landmark task displays two configurations (two transected lines). Under the ternary format, observers report in which of the configurations the transecting bar is farther from (or closer to) the midpoint, with "I can't tell" as the third response option. One of these configurations (the so-called standard) is always transected at the midpoint, whereas the other (the socalled test) is transected at an arbitrary position that varies across trials. The order of presentation (in successive temporal displays) or spatial arrangement (in simultaneous spatial displays) of the standard and test is randomized across trials. Figure 2 shows the indecision model for a pairedcomparison task with the ternary response format (henceforth, the PC-3R task) under scenarios encompassing perceptual shifts and decisional bias. The psychophysical function (Fig. 2a) is the same as in Fig. 1 , because it reflects a mapping of physical space onto perceptual space that precedes and is independent of the task. In the PC-3R task, observers are assumed to compare the absolute offsets perceived in the first and second intervals (with sequential presentations) and to report the interval in which the offset was larger, or that they could not tell a difference. Thus, the decision variable D is the difference between the absolute offsets |S 1 | and |S 2 | perceived in the first and second intervals, and thus, the difference between the absolute values of random normal variables with densities given by Eq. 2. The distribution of such variables is derived in Appendix A and illustrated in Figs. 2b and c. The use of a difference variable in decision space requires separate consideration of cases in which the test is presented first (Fig. 2b) or second (Fig. 2c) . The direction in which the difference is computed only affects verbal descriptions of the decision process, and we will assume without loss of generality that D = |S 2 | − |S 1 |, as is shown in Figs. 2b and c.
When the test is presented first (or second), a correct "Interval 1" (or "Interval 2") decision is made if D < δ 1 (or D > δ 2 ), which occurs with the probability indicated by the shaded black (gray) areas in Fig. 2b (2c) , and this probability varies with test position, as is shown by the black (gray) curves in Fig. 2d (plotted with a dashed trace when one of the curves would occlude the other); on the other hand, an incorrect "Interval 2" ("Interval 1") decision is made if D > δ 2 (D < δ 1 ), which occurs with the probability indicated by the shaded red (pale red) areas in Fig. 2b (2c) , and this probability also varies with test position, as is shown by the red (pale red) curves in Fig. 2d ; finally, an "I can't tell" judgment occurs if δ 1 < D < δ 2 , with the probability indicated by the shaded blue (pale blue) areas in Fig. 2b (2c), and this probability varies with test position as well, as is shown by the blue (pale blue) curves in Fig. 2d . Formally, the psychometric functions Ψ i and ϒ i -respectively describing the probability of a correct response and an "I can't tell" response when the test stimulus at position x is displayed in interval i-are given by
with F being given by Eq. A6 in Appendix A.
As compared to Figs. 1c and d for the MSS variants of the task, Fig. 2d reveals how PC-3R separates perceptual shifts from decisional bias: The psychometric functions are identical across presentation orders in the absence of decisional bias (first and second columns in Fig. 2 ), but they vary across presentation orders if decisional bias is present (third and fourth columns in Fig. 2) ; on the other hand, the ensemble of psychometric functions has an axis of bilateral symmetry at the physical midpoint in the absence of a perceptual shift (i.e., when α = 0 in the psychophysical function μ; first and third columns in Fig. 2 ), but the axis of symmetry moves to μ −1 (0) = −α/β if there is a true perceptual shift (i.e., when α ≠ 0; second and fourth columns of Fig. 1a and reflecting either veridical perception (first and third columns) or a perceptual shift (second and fourth columns). b Distributions of the decision variable given by Eq. A5 for a pair in which the test configuration is presented in the first interval with the transecting bar at x = 1, whereas the standard configuration is presented in the second interval and transected at the physical midpoint (x = 0). Also shown is the decision space with boundaries at D = δ 1 and D = δ 2 , analogous to that in Fig. 1b . Here, judgments are also not affected by decisional bias if δ 1 = −δ 2 (first and second columns), and are affected by them otherwise (third and fourth columns). (c) Analogous to row b, but for the case in which the test configuration is displayed after the standard. (d) Psychometric functions for each type of response according to order of presentation. Psychometric functions for correct responses ("Interval 1" responses when the test is presented first, and "Interval 2" responses when the test is presented second) are shown in black/gray; psychometric functions for incorrect responses ("Interval 2" responses when the test is presented first and "Interval 1" responses when the test is presented second) are shown in red/pale red; psychometric functions for "I can't tell" responses (under both orders of presentation) are shown in blue/pale blue. The psychometric functions do not differ across presentation orders if there is no decisional bias (first and second columns), and they do differ if there is decisional bias (third and fourth columns). In either case, the ensemble of psychometric functions has a vertical axis of bilateral symmetry at the true perceptual midpoint-that is, at the zero crossing of μ in row a. Color is available only in the online version Fig. 2 ). Paired-comparison tasks with the ternary format thus allow for separating decisional bias from perceptual shifts while entirely removing response biases, since the "I can't tell" response option prevents observers from guessing when undecided.
It is useful to note that the conventional probability of a correct response in the implied 2AFC task with aggregated data across presentation orders (i.e., the probability that observers will respond "Interval 1" when the test was in the first interval, and "Interval 2" when the test was in the second) is
and the probability of an "I can't tell" response is
with the probability of an incorrect response being 1 − Ψ 2AFC − ϒ 2AFC . It should be stressed that fitting psychometric functions to data aggregated across presentation orders is highly unadvisable (Alcalá-Quintana & García-Pérez, 2011; García-Pérez & Alcalá-Quintana, 2010b , 2011b Ulrich & Vorberg, 2009 ). Although aggregated data will not be used to fit psychometric functions here, it is nevertheless convenient to look at plots of aggregated data and average psychometric functions, if only because such plots involve twice as much data as separate plots for each presentation order, and thus, less noise.
Predictions to be tested
Figures 1 and 2 showed model-based psychometric functions describing performance across variants of the landmark task. The characteristics of these psychometric functions allow empirical tests of the underlying model, and these are described next, in two separate blocks.
The first block comprises aspects of performance explicitly represented in the psychometric functions themselves and their parameters. The model is expected to describe empirical performance on each task through suitable parameters estimated separately with data from each task. But more importantly, the model is also expected to describe performance in all tasks with common values for parameters α and β in the psychophysical function μ. The reason is that the empirical study reported in this article used the same type of stimuli and viewing conditions in all tasks, and hence, the sensory mapping described by the psychophysical function in Eq. 1 should not vary across tasks. At the same time, decisional aspects may vary across tasks, because each task requests a decision that is subject to different requirements. Fitting the model separately to data from each task is nevertheless expected to produce different estimates of α and β, partly because of sampling error, but also, and more importantly, because of the unidentifiability of models for MSS versions of the task (see Fig. 1 ). Fitting the model jointly to data from all tasks solves the unidentifiability and should permit accounting for the data with common sensory parameters and potentially different decisional parameters across tasks.
The second block of predictions comprises implicit characteristics that give rise to conventional performance measures-namely, the bisection point (BP) and the difference limen (DL). Both performance measures are typically extracted by fitting arbitrary psychometric functions to data, and these can also be extracted from the model-based psychometric functions to be fitted here. These performance measures are likely to vary across variants of the landmark task as a result of the decisional aspects of each task. Consider Fig. 1 again. In MSS-3R (Fig. 1d) , the BP is defined as the peak of the psychometric function for "center" responses, and it can be at the physical midpoint (left panel in Fig. 1d ) or displaced away from it as a result of a perceptual shift (when α ≠ 0 and δ 1 = −δ 2 ; center panel), a decisional bias (when α = 0 and δ 1 ≠ −δ 2 ; right panel), or both (when α ≠ 0 and δ 1 ≠ −δ 2 ; not shown in Fig. 1d ). Indeed, maximizing Eq. 4b shows that the BP in the MSS-3R task is given by
explicitly showing that the empirical BP intermixes sensory and decisional aspects inextricably, so that only when δ 1 = −δ 2 (i.e., no decisional bias) will the BP reflect the true perceptual midpoint at −α/β. In contrast, the DL, defined as the distance between the 75 % and 25 % points on the psychometric function for "right" responses, is unaffected by perceptual shifts or decisional biases and is only determined by the slope parameter β of the psychophysical function μ. Specifically, from Eq. 4a,
In other words, MSS-3R is suitable for estimating the DL but not the BP.
Identical scenarios concerning perceptual shifts or decisional biases have different effects in the MSS-2R task. The mathematical form of Eq. 3 does not allow for obtaining closed-form expressions for BP and DL MSS-2R . Yet, a comparison of Figs. 1c and d reveals some properties when δ 1 ð9Þ and δ 2 have the same values in MSS-2R and MSS-3R tasks. Specifically, BP MSS-2R , defined as the 50 % point on the psychometric function (see the crossings at .5 of the curves in each panel of Fig. 1c ) can be anywhere between the two 50 % points on the MSS-3R psychometric function for "center" responses (see the crossings at .5 of the black curve in each panel Fig. 1d ), and only when ξ = .5 (central black curve in each panel of Fig. 1d ) will the BPs in both tasks coincide. On the other hand, DL MSS-2R , defined also as the distance between the 75 % and 25 % points on the psychometric function, will equal DL MSS-3R only if ξ = 0 (blue curve in each panel of Fig. 1c ) or ξ = 1 (red curve in each panel of Fig. 1c) , and it will be larger for intermediate values of ξ. In other words, MSS-2R is unsuitable for estimating the BP or the DL.
As for the PC-3R task (newly introduced in this study), Fig. 2 showed that the BP is given by the location of the axis of bilateral symmetry, and that this is a genuine estimate of the true bisection point, whether in the presence or the absence of decisional bias. Although a closed-form expression for the BP cannot be derived from Eqs. 5, it can be easily seen numerically that the vertical axis of bilateral symmetry lies at BP PC-3R = −α/β, matching what the BP would be under MSS variants for an observer with infinite resolution (i.e., δ 1 = δ 2 = 0). The DL, on the other hand, does not manifest as a specific aspect of the shape of PC-3R psychometric functions. However, because the true DL is only determined by the slope β of the psychophysical function μ, it will be defined here also through Eq. 9 above, with the value of β being estimated from PC-3R data.
In sum, BP PC-3R is a dependable estimate of the true BP, whereas BP MSS-2R and BP MSS-3R are affected by decisional biases that may bring those estimates away from one another or from BP . Note that the model does not predict that BP MSS-2R and BP MSS-3R will differ from one another or that they will differ from BP PC-3R : They all may, indeed, be identical under the model when δ 1 = −δ 2 and ξ = .5. What the model shows is only that BP MSS-2R and BP MSS-3R are uninterpretable, because the values of δ 1 , δ 2 , and ξ cannot be estimated from isolated MSS data. On the other hand, DL PC-3R is a dependable estimate of the true DL, and it should match the estimate DL MSS-3R within sampling error, whereas DL MSS-2R is expected to be equal to or larger than either of them.
Method

Observers
Seven experienced psychophysical observers and six paid volunteers (age range: 24-76) with normal or corrected-tonormal vision participated in the study. Observers signed an informed consent form prior to their participation, and the study was approved by the local institutional review board.
Apparatus and stimuli
Stimuli were displayed at 60 Hz on a SAMSUNG SyncMaster 192N LCD monitor (flat screen size: 37.5 cm horizontally, 30 cm vertically). All experimental events were controlled by MATLAB scripts, and responses were collected via the computer keyboard.
The image area had 1,280 × 1,024 pixels and subtended 28.07 × 22.62 deg of visual angle at the viewing distance of 75 cm. Horizontal lines and transecting bars were displayed in black on a gray background that covered the entire screen except for a banner at the top with text reminding the observer of the question to be answered and the response options (which differed across variants of the landmark task). The horizontal line was 203 pixels (5.95 cm; 4.45 deg) long and 3 pixels (0.09 cm; 0.07 deg) wide; the transecting bars were vertical lines 21 pixels (0.59 cm; 0.46 deg) long and also 3 pixels (0.09 cm; 0.07 deg) wide, and were vertically centered on the horizontal line at a position that varied across trials with 1-pixel (0.03 cm; 0.02 deg) resolution.
Procedure
In the bisection task, the horizontal line was displayed at the center of the screen with the transecting bar at a random location between five and ten pixels away (in either direction) from the physical midpoint. Observers were asked to place the vertical bar at the location that they perceived to be the midpoint of the horizontal bar. For this purpose they used designated keys that moved the bar left or right in steps of one pixel per stroke. Free viewing was used and observers could make corrections before hitting another key to enter their final setting. Each observer made ten consecutive settings, in half of which the initial position of the bar was on the left (or the right) of the midpoint.
Under all variants of the landmark task, a black fixation cross was presented at the center of the image area throughout the session. The fixation cross consisted of horizontal and vertical arms one pixel wide and five pixels long. MSS variants of the landmark task displayed the stimulus configuration (horizontal line and transecting bar) directly on the fixation cross, which was thus occluded by the stimulus. To prevent fixation from acting as a clue to the midpoint of the line, the center of the transecting bar was always presented where the center of the fixation cross had been displayed, and the horizontal line was displayed with a lateral shift to attain the desired transecting offset. In the MSS-2R task, observers were asked to indicate whether the vertical bar was located on the right or on the left of what they perceived to be the midpoint of the horizontal line; observers who asked what they should do if they judged the vertical bar to be at the midpoint were instructed to make their best guess. In the MSS-3R task, observers were asked to report whether the vertical bar was on the left, on the right, or at the midpoint of the horizontal bar. Trials were self-initiated, as the next trial did not start until observers had hit the key that entered their response to the preceding trial. The session was also self-initiated. Trials consisted of a get-ready period of 500 ms, followed by a beep that immediately preceded the 300-ms stimulus presentation (see a schematic diagram of MSS trial timing in Fig. 3 ).
In the PC-3R task, two configurations were sequentially shown at the same location on the monitor as in the MSS tasks. Observers were asked to indicate which of the two presentations had displayed the vertical bar farther from the midpoint of the horizontal line. Trials were also self-initiated, and their timing was as follows (see the schematic diagram in Fig. 3 ): a get-ready period of 500 ms, followed by a beep and by one of the stimulus configurations displayed for 300 ms, an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 600 ms, and another beep followed by the other stimulus configuration, displayed for another 300 ms. One of the intervals displayed the transecting bar at the midpoint (standard configuration); the other displayed the transecting bar at an arbitrary position (test configuration). The order of presentation of the test and standard was randomized across trials.
Data under the MSS variants (MSS-2R and MSS-3R) were collected in two consecutive sessions of 144 trials each, preceded by a practice session of at least 30 trials; data under the PC-3R task were collected in three consecutive sessions of 192 trials each, also preceded by a practice session of at least 36 trials. In each trial, the transecting location relative to the midpoint of the line was determined by adaptive methods optimized for efficient and accurate estimation of monotonic or nonmonotonic psychometric functions (García-Pérez, 2014; García-Pérez & Alcalá-Quintana, 2005) . In the MSS variants, the 144 trials in each session arose from 18 eighttrial, randomly interwoven adaptive staircases, with three staircases starting at each of six levels (i.e., the position of the transecting bar on the first trial along the staircase: −7, −6, 0, 1, 6, and 7 pixels away from the physical midpoint of the horizontal line; negative values indicate leftward locations). Under the MSS-2R task, a "left" (vs. "right") response shifted the transecting bar two pixels to the right (vs. the left) for the next trial along that staircase (which was not necessarily the next trial in the session); under the MSS-3R task, "left" and "right" responses had these same effects, whereas "center" responses shifted the transecting bar four pixels away from its current position in a direction decided at random with equiprobability. Trials under the PC-3R task arose from 24 eight-trial, randomly interwoven staircases, with four staircases starting at each of the initial levels used for the MSS variants. The 24 staircases represented two otherwise identical sets of 12, differing in that the test stimulus was displayed in the first interval in one of the sets, whereas it was displayed in the second interval in the other. Figure 4 shows sample tracks of actual staircases in each of the three tasks, along with psychometric functions fitted to the data gathered with them.
Data collection within each session proceeded at the observer's pace, since only a response to the current trial triggered the next trial (thus allowing observers to take breaks, if necessary). A key was also enabled for observers to decline responding to the current trial if they had missed it for any reason (e.g., a blink or a lapse of attention), but observers were instructed to use this key only in such events, and not as a The fixation cross and the stimuli are not drawn to scale. In the MSS variants (left side), the actual transecting position in each trial was dictated by the applicable staircase, and the response requested could be binary (in MSS-2R) or ternary (in MSS-3R). In the PC-3R task (right side), in which a ternary response was requested, the interval in which the standard configuration transected at the center was presented (Interval 1 in this illustration), and the locations at which the test configuration in the other interval was transected were dictated by the applicable staircase in that trial means to give themselves a second chance with the stimulus. Trials thus discarded were repeated when the staircase that they belonged to was reselected by the random interweaving process.
MSS-2R and MSS-3R trials
Data processing and parameter estimation
The means and standard deviation of each observer's ten settings in the bisection task were computed. On the other hand, the model-based psychometric functions presented above were fitted separately to the data from each observer in each variant of the landmark task, as follows. Because the model is unidentifiable in MSS versions of the task (see Fig. 1 ), the constraints δ 2 ≥ 0 and δ 1 = −δ 2 were imposed, whose consequence was that a fitted MSS-2R curve with its 50 % point away from x = 0 was forced in order to indicate a perceptual shift (i.e., α ≠ 0 in Eq. 1). Thus, Eq. 3 was fitted to the data from the MSS-2R task under the above constraints, with α, β, δ 2 , and ξ as free parameters. Similarly, Eqs. 4 were fitted to the data from the MSS-3R task, also under the above constraints, with α, β, and δ 2 as free parameters, because ξ is not involved in the corresponding model. The PC-3R task makes the model fully identifiable and allows for estimation of all free parameters (α, β, δ 1 , and δ 2 ) upon fitting the psychometric functions in Eqs. 5 to PC-3R data. In all cases, maximum-likelihood estimates of the applicable parameters were obtained using the NAG subroutine e04jyf (Numerical Algorithms Group, 1999) , which allows constrained Tracks from sample staircases used to collect data from Observer 1 (left panels) and psychometric functions fitted to the data (right panels). Only a subset of 12 staircases is plotted for the MSS-2R task (a), the MSS-3R task (b), and the PC-3R task with the test presented in either the first interval (c) or the second interval (d). The binned data used to fit the psychometric functions in the right column come from the total number of staircases used in each case. The major color conventions are as in Figs. 1 and 2, except that the use of pale/dark shades has been altered to enhance visibility. Color is available only in the online version optimization, although only the natural constraints β > 0 and δ 1 ≤ δ 2 were additionally imposed, where applicable. For simplicity, the preceding description has omitted that the fitted psychometric functions were in all cases extended to include lapse parameters, to account for empirical evidence of response errors. Such extension is described in Appendix B. Performance measures (BP and DL) were computed from the fitted psychometric functions as discussed above, which implies that the lapse parameters were excluded from all computations, because they only had the instrumental goal of removing bias from estimates of the remaining parameters (see García-Pérez & Alcalá-Quintana, 2012b; van Eijk, Kohlrausch, Juola, & van de Par, 2008) .
Parameter estimates were also sought for each observer under a joint fit to data from the three variants of the landmark task, which implemented the constraint that parameters α and β had common values across tasks (since they reflect taskindependent perceptual processes), whereas parameters δ 1 and δ 2 varied freely across tasks. We had two reasons for the latter decision. First, evidence from other areas has indicated that observers push their resolution limit according to the difficulties that they experience with each particular task (see García-Pérez & Alcalá-Quintana, 2012b) . Secondly, parameters δ 1 and δ 2 are incommensurate across the MSS and PC tasks, since they reflect the resolution to tell a given offset from zero in MSS tasks (see the horizontal axis in Fig. 1b) , whereas they reflect the resolution to tell a difference of offsets from zero in PC tasks (see the horizontal axes in Figs. 2b and c) . For the joint fit, no additional constraints on δ 1 and δ 2 were imposed on the models for MSS tasks, and the model for the MSS-2R task also included the parameter ξ. Other options for a joint fit (and their outcomes) are discussed at the end of the "Results" section.
The agreement among parameter estimates (α and β) or performance measures (BP and DL) across variants of the landmark task was evaluated pairwise through the concordance correlation coefficient ρ c (Lin, 1989; Lin, Hedayat, Sinha, & Yang, 2002) , which ranges from −1 to 1 and is defined as
where X and Y are the two variables whose concordance is assessed. In general, |ρ c | ≤ |r xy |, because ρ c measures scatter around the identity line, whereas r xy measures scatter around an arbitrary line described by the data. As we discussed earlier, differences in the estimates of α, β, and the BP across tasks may or may not be observed contingent on the values of the remaining model parameters, and therefore these differences were statistically assessed with Bradley and Blackwood's (1989) simultaneous test for equality of means and variances, which has been shown to be more efficient and robust to violations than are separate tests for means and variances conducted with a Bonferroni correction (García-Pérez, 2013) . On the other hand, the model predicts that the DL estimates from MSS-3R and PC-3R tasks should be similar, whereas DL estimates from the MSS-2R task should not be smaller than either of the other two. This was assessed pairwise across tasks using paired-samples t tests.
Results Figure 5 shows the bisection results for each observer. Despite the allowance of unlimited time to scan the configuration and make adjustments, some observers were not accurate at estimating the midpoint, although most of them made settings that were on average within three pixels of the physical midpoint. These results reflect each observer's best estimate of the . Observers 1-7 were experienced, and the remaining observers were inexperienced paid volunteers. Color is available only in the online version midpoint under free-viewing conditions, and therefore the true reality that landmark tasks might be expected to estimate. It should nevertheless be kept in mind that the landmark task was in all variants carried out under meaningfully different conditions: Presentations were short (300 ms, with only enough time to get an overall impression of the configuration) and under fixation (so that the endpoints of the horizontal line were only visible peripherally). A close match between bisection and landmark results is probably not feasible, due to these differences in viewing conditions. (In anticipation of the results to be presented later, color circles in Fig. 5 give BP estimates from each variant of the landmark task; see the inset.) Figure 6 shows data and fitted psychometric functions for a subset of the observers in each variant of the landmark task, revealing a broad diversity of patterns within and across tasks (the results for the remaining observers are displayed and discussed in Appendix C). These psychometric functions were fitted separately to data from each task, and the fit seems adequate in all cases, although data are relatively more noisy for some observers than for others in some variants of the task.
The data also reveal clear differences in the BPs across tasks for some observers. Specifically, the estimated BP is generally closer to the physical midpoint under the PC-3R task than under either MSS version (see also Fig. 5 ). The fact that psychometric functions in the PC-3R task also differed slightly across presentation orders (as is expected when decisional bias is present; see Fig. 2 ) suggests that estimates of the BP from the MSS versions of the task may also have been affected by decisional bias, and in a way that cannot be separated out from true perceptual shifts (see Fig. 1 ). Recall that the model fitted to data from MSS tasks assumed no decisional bias (i.e., δ 1 = −δ 2 ) and, hence, construes psychometric functions that are laterally displaced from the physical midpoint (x = 0) as evidence of a perceptual shift. As a result, parameter α is estimated to lie away from zero. Figure 7 shows scatterplots of the estimates of α and β across tasks, revealing that these estimates differed meaningfully: Data points are not generally packed around the identity line, and ρ c is accordingly low or moderate. As we discussed above, this is partly due to sampling error, but it is also caused by the assumption of lack of decisional bias made upon fitting the model to MSS data. Interestingly, the PC-3R task (which permits separating out sensory and decisional determinants of performance; see Fig. 2 ) renders estimates of α that are closer to zero than are their counterparts from MSS variants (see the red sketches in the panels on the top row of Fig. 7) , suggesting that the constraint needed to fit the model to MSS data has overemphasized perceptual shifts in one direction or the other. The Bradley-Blackwood (1989) test for estimates of α was significant for all pairwise comparisons. On the other hand, estimates of β are more similar across tasks (bottom row of Fig. 7) , and equality of means and variances was only rejected by the Bradley-Blackwood test in the comparison of estimates from the MSS-2R and MSS-3R tasks (left panel). Although this significant effect is not a necessary model outcome, it is expected when the interval of uncertainty is relatively broad and response bias is not extreme, so that the psychometric function turns out flatter in the MSS-2R task than in the MSS-3R task (see the earlier discussion of model psychometric functions in Figs. 1c and d ).
Since estimates of BP and DL are mostly (though not only) determined by estimates of α and β, Fig. 8 shows the implications via scatterplots of estimates of BP and DL across tasks. As can be seen in the top row of Fig. 8 , estimates of BP are closer to the physical midpoint than are estimates obtained with MSS variants of the task, provided that the stray data point plotted in blue is disregarded. This data point comes from Observer 9, whose consistent shift is clearly apparent in Fig. 5 and in the fourth row in Fig. 6 . The value of ρ c , the p value associated with the Bradley-Blackwood test, and the sketches of the distributions plotted in each panel excluded this stray data point in order to prevent contaminating these summary measures with an outlier, but note that this exclusion is inconsequential as far as model expectations are concerned: The model does not say where the true BP should lie or how homogeneous its location should be across observers, and this data point only seems to belong in a different sample of individuals whose true BP is to the right of the physical midpoint. In line with the predictions stated earlier, the bottom row of Fig. 8 shows that MSS-2R renders larger DL estimates than do the other tasks (i.e., the data points in the left and center panels generally fall below the diagonal, and the t tests are significant), whereas DL estimates from MSS-3R and PC-3R are very similar (i.e., the data points in the right panel lie around the diagonal, and the t test is not significant). The stray data point plotted in blue has also been excluded from these computations, but note that its location under the diagonal is consistent with expectations from the model. This data point comes from Observer 3, whose shallow psychometric function in the MSS-2R task (see the leftmost panel in the second row of Figs uncertainty and a lack of response bias (see the results to this effect reported in Fig. 11 below) . Figure 9 shows the results of fitting psychometric functions jointly to data from the three tasks under the assumption of common values for parameters α and β in the psychophysical function μ for all tasks but potentially different parameters δ 1 and δ 2 across tasks, and with the additional parameter ξ in the MSS-2R task. (The results for the remaining observers are displayed in Appendix C.) In this joint fit, the constraint of no decisional bias was no longer imposed on MSS versions of the task, and lapse parameters were also allowed to vary freely across tasks. The most significant aspect in comparison with Fig. 6 (for the separate fits of the model to data from each variant) is that data from all tasks can be nearly identically accounted for on the reasonable surmise that the psychophysical functions are identical in all tasks, and hence that the underlying BP and DL are unique. The resultant joint estimate of the BP was plotted as a red ring for each observer in Fig. 5 . Fitting the model separately to data from each task naturally produced different estimates of α and β across tasks (see Fig. 7 ), partly as a result of sampling error, but also, and more importantly, because MSS versions of the task do not properly allow the estimation of these parameters.
The good joint fit justifies obtaining estimates of the underlying (or latent; see García-Pérez & Alcalá-Quintana, 2013) BP and DL via the estimated values of α and β from the joint fit. These latent BP and DL are, respectively, estimated as −α/β and 1.349/β, and they may be regarded as the true and uncontaminated quantities that a researcher sets out to estimate. A comparison of these latent BP and DL results with those estimated separately in each task thus indicates the extent to which the tasks are dependable. This is assessed in Fig. 10 . In the MSS-2R task (left column), the separate BP estimates (top panel) are much more variable, and the separate DL estimates (bottom panel) are also more variable, and generally larger, than the corresponding latent values, reflecting the contaminating influence of decisional and response biases in this task (see Fig. 1c ). In the MSS-3R task (center column in Fig. 10 ), the separate BP estimates are also affected by larger variability, whereas the separate DL estimates seem essentially accurate, also consistent with expectations based on the absence of influences of response bias in this task (which leaves DL estimates unaffected) but a remaining susceptibility to decisional biases (which affect the BP estimates). Finally, the PC-3R task (right column in Fig. 10 ) renders separate BP and DL estimates that match the latent values. In the joint fit, the data from the PC-3R task constrain parameters α and β so as to make the model for MSS variants identifiable and, thus, permit estimating δ 1 and δ 2 for the MSS variants. Figure 11 shows estimates of the widths of the interval of uncertainty (the range from δ 1 to δ 2 ) in each task that arises from the joint fit. In some cases the interval is roughly centered on zero (indicating little decisional bias), although the interval is generally more centered in the PC-3R task (blue lines) than in the MSS variants. With some exceptions, the widths of the interval of uncertainty appear to be similar in the MSS-2R and MSS-3R tasks for each observer (compare the black and red lines in Fig. 11 ). Because the dimensions on which the boundaries δ 1 and δ 2 are defined are the same for both MSS variants (see Fig. 1 ), we checked out whether the data could also be accounted for in a joint fit under the additional constraint that δ 1 and δ 2 have the same values in MSS-2R and MSS-3R tasks. The results (not shown) rendered virtually identical outcomes for most observers, revealing that the different interval widths for the MSS-2R and MSS-3R tasks in Fig. 11 might simply reflect sampling error. Nevertheless, the fit turned out to be noticeably worse for some observers (5, 6, 7, 10, and 12) , also affecting the estimated α and β and producing psychometric functions that did not always follow the path of the data (even for the PC-3R data) as closely as can be seen in Figs. 9 and 16. This result attests that observers seem to set task-related resolution limits, as has been reported in other studies (see García-Pérez & Alcalá-Quintana, 2012b ). Figure 11 also shows the estimated value of the response bias parameter ξ for each observer in the MSS-2R task. These values cover the entire range, from near zero (i.e., always responding "left" for "center" judgments) to near one (i.e., always responding "right" for "center" judgments). This response bias is essentially an observer characteristic, and there is no a priori reason for it to lean toward one side or the other in the population, or even to remain fixed for a given observer across stimulus conditions or task instructions. To establish the need for ξ as a free parameter, at the request of an anonymous reviewer we tried out an alternative joint fit in which ξ was forced to have a fixed value of .5. The results (not shown) were acceptable only for observers for whom the estimated value of ξ when regarded as a free parameter was within .1 units from .5; for the remaining observers, setting ξ = .5 affected Data and psychometric functions fitted jointly to the data from all variants of the landmark task for the observers in Fig. 6 (rows). Graphical conventions are as in Fig. 6 . Color is available only in the online version the estimates of α and β and resulted in psychometric functions that showed systematic departures from the path of the data in all variants of the landmark task. This is natural, given the strong effect that the value of parameter ξ has on the shape of the psychometric function for MSS-2R tasks (see Fig. 1c ). Forcing this parameter to a fixed value of .5 (or any other value, for that matter) implies a restricted range of shapes that can only accommodate data through substantial changes in the values of α and β, in a way that may not be compatible with the values demanded by data from the other tasks.
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Discussion
Summary of results
Our study has investigated the origin of discrepancies in the estimated bisection point across variants of the landmark task. We started off with a model that includes a sensory component and a decisional component. The sensory component is given by the psychophysical function describing how physical space is mapped onto perceptual space, a component that precedes and is unaffected by the task with which observers' responses are collected. The decisional component consists of a taskdependent rule determining how sensory judgments are made and how responses are given. A theoretical analysis of the model showed that the decisional component determines how and why observed performance should vary across tasks even when the sensory component remains unchanged. These theoretical results have implications on the interpretability of performance measures (BP and DL) obtained with different variants of the landmark task. Specifically, contamination from decisional aspects precludes interpreting the location and slope of the observed psychometric function in MSS-2R tasks as measures of the true BP and DL of the observers; the MSS-3R task suffers from the same problem with respect to the BP although the estimated DL is not contaminated by decisional aspects of the task and, thus, reflects (within sampling error) the true discrimination ability of the observers; finally, only the PC-3R task can separate out sensory and decisional determinants of performance and, thus, render proper estimates (within sampling error) of perceptual midpoint and discrimination ability. These characteristics were assessed in an empirical withinsubjects study that used the three variants of the landmark task and also a manual bisection task. When these data were fitted separately, differences among the BP and DL estimates across variants of the landmark task conformed to the theoretical analysis, but fitting the model jointly to the data from all tasks under a common psychophysical function permitted an equivalent quantitative account that revealed a common BP and DL that gets differently distorted in each task, due to the decisional components. Interestingly, the estimated BP was in this case closer to the physical midpoint than was the observers' average setting with the method of adjustment in the manual bisection task (see Figs. 5 and 12) . This result is somewhat puzzling. Certainly, the different viewing conditions in our landmark and bisection tasks (see the "Method" section) might produce discrepancies, but one would expect them to lie in the opposite direction: In our bisection task (with free viewing and ample time for reconsideration before entering a final location), observers set the transecting bar generally farther from the physical midpoint than they could judge it to be in MSS-3R or PC-3R tasks (with short presentation durations and peripheral viewing). It would seem that observers can judge the midpoint much more accurately than they can place it when the task is entirely in their hands. The reason for this remains unclear, but it is worth noting that other evidence of some form of dissociation has been recently reported by Massen, Rieger, and Sülzenbrück (2014) , also in a within-subjects study: Observers were significantly less accurate at bisecting a line when they marked the perceptual midpoint on it with a pencil than when they were asked to use scissors to cut the line in two halves.
The origin of discrepant results across psychophysical tasks Discrepancies between bisection and landmark tasks are interpreted as revealing that "very different strategies and underlying neural networks are invoked by the bisection and landmark tasks" (Cavézian et al., 2012, p. 89) . Our results show that a substantial part of these discrepancies arise from the widespread use of the MSS-2R variant of the landmark task, in which the lack of a "center" response option invokes response biases when observers are forced to report the result of a "left"/"right" judgment that they cannot make. We have also shown that the PC-3R task is theoretically optimal for eliminating response bias and separating perceptual shifts from decisional biases. However, in clinical settings, the PC-3R task may be difficult to use in the temporal mode and with the short presentations used in this study. A spatial mode with free viewing and unlimited presentation duration might be feasible, but this would significantly lengthen testing time. An alternative approach for use under the constraints and conditions of clinical studies may still be needed, but in the meantime, replacing the conventional two-response format of the MSS-2R landmark task with the three-response format that renders the MSS-3R is advisable, to remove response biases from assessments of space perception in clinical populations.
The results reported here surely apply to studies of time perception, which typically use a temporal bisection task (analogous to our spatial MSS-2R) or a temporal generalization task, which is another version of MSS-2R in which observers are asked to give a same-different response (see Wearden, 1992) . Discrepant results across these tasks have also been reported in the estimation of the temporal bisection point (see, e.g., Gil & Droit-Volet, 2011 ). The indecision model that we have used to explain these discrepancies in measurements of the spatial BP is similar to the model put forth by Wearden and Ferrara (1995;  see also Kopec & Brody, 2010) to describe observers' performance in the temporal bisection task, with the major differences being that their model assumes δ 1 = −δ 2 and a fixed ξ = .5 (in our notation). These assumptions about decisional and response components cannot be tested with isolated MSS data. The use of three tasks in our study allowed for testing them, and our results show that these assumptions are untenable (see Fig. 11 ). The temporal bisection task can easily be transformed into temporal MSS-3R (see, e.g., Droit-Volet & Izaute, 2009), from which the DL could be estimated without contamination from decisional aspects. But estimating the temporal BP without influence from decisional determinants would require a temporal analogue of the spatial PC-3R task introduced here.
Discrepant results across variants of MSS have also been reported and analogously explained in other areas of time perception. For instance, in experiments on perception of temporal order, stimuli A and B are presented in each trial with some stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) and the observer must judge the order of presentation. Because the stimulus variable is SOA and only one SOA is presented in each trial, this paradigm falls into the category of MSS.
3 Three variants of MSS are used in this research area. In the temporal-order judgment (TOJ) task, observers are only allowed to respond "A first" or "B first"; in the binary synchrony judgment (SJ2) task, observers are asked to judge the two presentations as being "synchronous" or "asynchronous"; and in the ternary synchrony judgment (SJ3) task, observers are asked to report judgments as being "A first," "synchronous," or "B first." Estimates of the point of subjective simultaneity (PSS) typically differ across tasks even in within-subjects studies (e.g., van Eijk et al., 2008; see also Schneider & Bavelier, 2003) , which has led to the notion that each task measures a different process (Spence & Parise, 2010) . This is counterintuitive, since the only difference across tasks is the question asked at the end of the trial, once the stimulus has been fully processed: Consider a mixture task in which the observer does not know until the end of each individual trial which of the various questions is going to be asked on this occasion. Schneider and Komlos (2008) reported an experiment carried out with this mixture task in an investigation of the purported effect of attention in visual contrast perception, and they found that the presumed attentional effect that was observed in comparative judgments could be understood as an artifact of a decisionalor response-bias component that is absent in equality judgments. Recent reanalyses have also shown that discrepant results across tasks can be understood as a mere outcome of response bias taking place in the TOJ task, where judgments of "synchrony" cannot be reported and observers are forced instead to give an arbitrary temporal-order response of nonperceptual origin (see García-Pérez & Alcalá-Quintana, 2012b).
Can nonperceptual biases be eliminated in some other way?
We mentioned in the introduction that the landmark task is sometimes administered with instructions to indicate which of the two segments of the transected line is longer (or shorter). Although there is still a single stimulus presentation in this case, the observer is here asked to make a paired comparison for which the model in Fig. 2 does not apply, because the observer compares lengths rather than absolute offsets. This raises the question as to whether a landmark task administered under these length-comparison instructions is free of contamination from response and decisional biases. The answer is negative, as demonstrated next.
First note that the landmark stimulus is conceptualized in this task as two abutting lines demarcated by a vertical divide, and thus the task falls into the category of spatial 2AFC discrimination paradigms. In the typical use of this paradigm, one of the lines (the standard) would have the same length in all trials, whereas the length of the other (the test) would vary across trials. This does not hold under this variant of the landmark task, because changing the position of the transecting bar alters the lengths of the two segments to be compared, so that there is no fixed standard across trials. In addition, the concept of presentation order is alien to this task and does not give rise to two sets of psychometric functions: Although presentation order could be regarded as reversed for Fig. 12 Scatterplots of estimated bisection points (BPs) in the manual bisection task (abscissa) versus estimated BPs from the separate fits of the model to data from each variant of the landmark task (ordinate). These data were plotted in another form in Fig. 5 . Estimates from Observer 11 are excluded (see Appendix C). The graphical conventions are as in Fig. 8 , and reported p values are those associated with the BradleyBlackwood (1989) test for equality of means and variances. Color is available only in the online version stimuli in which the transecting bar was at symmetric locations with respect to the physical midpoint, the data in each case would be plotted on opposite sides of the single psychometric function that arises from this task, which has the position of the transecting bar as the stimulus variable. Thus, the negative and positive half-axes on which the psychometric function is defined represent the two possible "presentation orders," and thus, a single presentation order exists per point on the psychometric function. These two characteristics have consequences for how performance on this task must be modeled, in comparison with conventional 2AFC discrimination tasks with an invariant standard across trials and two possible presentation orders per point on the psychometric function. Figure 13 shows a suitable model for this situation. Here, the psychophysical function (Fig. 13a) reflects the relation of perceived length to physical length, which may differ in the left (L) and right (R) hemifields due to perceptual distortions. For simplicity, and without loss of generality, these psychophysical functions are given by the simple linear function
In the absence of perceptual distortions affecting perceived length in each hemifield, μ L = μ R (first and second columns in Fig. 13) ; otherwise, μ L and μ R (i.e., β L and β R ) will differ (third and fourth columns in Fig. 13 ). Assume that perceived length is also normally distributed, with unit variance and mean μ L (x) or μ R (x), according to the hemifield in which the segment is located. If the horizontal line has length l, the two . a Psychophysical functions μ L (light green) and μ R (dark green) mapping physical length onto perceived length in each visual hemifield. The two functions are identical in the absence of perceptual distortions (first and second columns), but they differ when perceptual space is distorted in one of the hemifields (third and fourth columns). Vertical-horizontal segments indicate the physical and perceived lengths of the two segments of a sample 60-unit line transected two units to the left of its midpoint (i.e., the length of the left segment is 28 units, whereas that of the right segment is 32 units). b Distribution of the decision variable (difference in perceived lengths of the two segments) for the sample case illustrated in row a. Also shown are the decision boundaries δ 1 and δ 2 , which are symmetrically placed in the absence of decisional bias (first and third columns), but asymmetrically placed when there is decisional bias (second and fourth columns). c Psychometric functions that may be observed under the binary response format, according to the response bias with which the observer guesses when undecided ("I can't tell" judgments). The bisection point and difference limen of the observed psychometric functions are uninterpretable. Graphical conventions are as in Fig. 1 . d Psychometric functions for each type of response in the ternary response format (see the legends). The ensemble of psychometric functions is laterally shifted by both perceptual distortions and decisional bias. Color is available only in the online version segments to be compared in a given trial have lengths l L and l R according to the position of the transecting bar, with l L + l R = l. Then, the perceived difference in length is normally distributed, with mean μ R (l R ) − μ L (l L ) and variance 2 (see Fig. 13b ). Assume also that observers cannot give an informed response when the perceived difference in lengths lies in the interval of uncertainty demarcated by boundaries δ 1 and δ 2 , which may be centered (i.e., no decisional bias; first and third panels in Fig. 13b ) or displaced (implying decisional bias; second and fourth panels in Fig. 13b ). In the binary left/right response format without an "I can't tell" option, observers give an arbitrary response when undecided, with a bias determined by parameter ξ. This renders psychometric functions that may vary in shape and location according to the value of ξ, but also as a consequence of perceptual distortions or decisional bias in a way that cannot be differentiated (cf. the four panels in Fig. 13c ). With a ternary response format including an "I can't tell" option, response bias no longer intrudes, and the resultant set of psychometric functions (Fig. 13d) has a bilateral axis of symmetry at the physical midpoint, in the absence of decisional bias and perceptual distortions (first panel in Fig. 13d ). Decisional bias without perceptual distortions (second panel in Fig. 13d ) shifts the location of the axis of symmetry, but so do actual perceptual distortions without decisional bias (third panel in Fig. 13d ) or a combination of perceptual distortions and decisional bias (fourth panel in Fig. 13d ). This length-comparison variant of the landmark task is thus unsuitable for separating perceptual effects from decisional and response bias (under the binary left/right format) or from decisional bias (under the ternary response format).
It should be noted that sometimes a measure of response bias has been extracted from data collected under the lengthcomparison variant by asking observers to indicate in separate blocks which side is shorter or which side is longer (e.g., Bisiach et al., 1998) . Alternation of the two questions across trials has also sometimes been used as a means to eliminate (or check for) response bias (e.g., Schmitz, Deliens, Mary, Urbain, & Peigneux, 2011) , and this method has also been used in other studies involving paired comparisons (e.g., Gobell & Carrasco, 2005) . How this strategy accomplishes its intended goal has never been demonstrated formally, but its use stems from the surmise that informed responses (i.e., those based on solid sensory evidence) will be in the opposite direction when the question is asked in reverse, whereas arbitrary responses, given with response bias when undecided, will remain the same when the question is reversed. The underlying notion is that response bias implies some type of inevitable tendency to give a specific location response when undecided. If this surmise holds true, the observed performance would differ with the polarity of the question only if observers had some response bias. Yet, since the guessing strategy used by observers is unknown, it is not immediately obvious that reversing the question would not also affect this guessing strategy. For one thing, observers cannot be unaware of the polarity of the question and of the use of questions of both polarities, which may induce reversals of their guessing strategy, if only to look consistent to the researcher. Of course, this is not to say that guessing strategies will surely reverse when the question is reversed, but rather that their stability is not guaranteed and also cannot be assessed. A comparison of observed performance across questions of opposite polarity does not speak unequivocally of the presence or absence of response bias. The best way around problems caused by response bias when participants are undecided is certainly to remove the influence of response bias entirely by providing a separate response category to record undecided cases. To additionally remove the effects of decisional bias, a psychophysical task is needed that provides full psychometric functions for each presentation order, such as the PC-3R task used here, or the conventional form of 2AFC discrimination paradigms with a fixed standard and the presentation of test and standard stimuli in both orders or positions (for a formal demonstration and empirical examples of how this alternative strategy attains its goal, see García-Pérez & Alcalá-Quintana, 2013) .
It should finally be stressed that the confound of response bias, decisional bias, and perceptual bias in MSS tasks is created by the tasks themselves, and not by the model fitted to data. The conventional practice of fitting an arbitrary (e.g., logistic or Gaussian) two-parameter psychometric function to data from such tasks does not eliminate the problem. In fact, it can easily be seen that any such arbitrary psychometric function implies some form for the psychophysical function μ and, more importantly, the implicit assumptions of no decisional bias and no response bias (i.e., δ 1 = δ 2 = 0, in terms of our model), so that the location and slope of the fitted psychometric function are forced to masquerade the influences of decisional or response biases as perceptual effects. The use of tasks that can separate out these influences is needed for a proper assessment of true perceptual shifts, whether in studies about the perceptual midpoint in clinical populations or in studies on the role of attention on the perceptual midpoint (e.g., Toba, Cavanagh, & Bartolomeo, 2011) . Only the use of tasks that are free of confounds can reveal whether observed effects are caused by true perceptual shifts or by mere decisional or response biases induced by the attentional manipulations.
A retrospective look at experimental findings in the literature Our results show that BPs and DLs estimated with the conventional MSS-2R variant of the landmark task are affected by the observers' response and decisional biases. Given that the interval of uncertainty (δ 1 , δ 2 ) was in our sample generally off-center and that the response bias parameter ξ was generally away from 0.5 (see Fig. 11 ), MSS-2R estimates of the BP were understandably further away from the physical midpoint than corresponding estimates obtained with the biasfree PC-3R task (compare the relative locations of color circles for each observer in Fig. 5 ; see also the top row in Fig. 8 ) and DL estimates were also inflated (see the bottom row in Fig. 8 ). To what extent should findings obtained with the MSS-2R task be questioned in the light of this evidence? Although it is unlikely that the use of bias-free methods (i.e., the PC-3R task) will overturn major research findings obtained with the non-dependable MSS-2R task or the lengthcomparison variant discussed in the preceding section, we believe that there is indeed some room for concerns.
Estimates of the DL obtained with MSS-2R or lengthcomparison tasks are seriously affected and become increasingly larger with increasing width of the interval of uncertainty (i.e., as δ 2 − δ 1 increases) and decreasing response bias (i.e., as ξ approaches .5). This misestimation is systematic and directional, since estimated DLs will not be smaller than the true DLs except by sampling error (see Figs. 1c and 13c) . Given the broad intervals of uncertainty reported by Olk et al. (2004) for hemispatial neglect patients as compared to normal controls and the evidence reported by Bonato, Priftis, Marenzi, and Zorzi (2008) , to the effect that the width of the interval of uncertainty correlates positively with neglect severity, comparisons of estimated DLs in patients versus normal controls are affected by this problem.
But large intervals of uncertainty also lend themselves to potentially large effects on estimates of the BP from MSS-2R or length-comparison tasks (see Figs. 1c and 13c again) . Although this effect is bidirectional and will arguably average out, provided that the response bias parameter is evenly distributed across observers in a sample, this will certainly produce more variable estimates and less dependable comparisons. This undesirable variability may be responsible for the lack of consistent patterns of results across the various tasks used to diagnose neglect (for a review, see Harvey, 2004) .
It should also be noted that accurate estimates of both the BP and the DL are impossible with the MSS-2R variant, even in the absence of decisional bias (see the left panel in Fig. 1c) . In these conditions, accurate estimation of the BP is obtained when ξ = .5 (central black curve), but this produces the largest possible overestimate of the DL; on the other hand, accurate estimation of the DL is obtained when ξ = 0 or ξ = 1 (red and blue curves), but then the BP is grossly misestimated in one direction or the other. The same holds under the lengthcomparison variant of the landmark task (see Fig. 13c ). Then, studies in which BPs and DLs have both been estimated with these tasks cannot have obtained accurate estimates of both.
The foregoing discussion should not be misconstrued as indicating that our position is that humans can bisect accurately and that all of the shifts reported in the literature are a spurious consequence of nonperceptual biases, whether in patients or in normal controls. For one thing, even one of our normal observers showed a consistent shift in all tasks, including the bias-free PC-3R task (see Observer 9 in Fig. 5 ). More importantly, decisional and response biases shift the psychometric function in one direction or the other, which can also completely eliminate or reduce the apparent magnitude of a true perceptual shift (see the center column in Fig. 1 and the third and fourth columns in Fig. 13 ). Our only points are that (1) under MSS-2R or the alternative lengthcomparison variant of the landmark task, the resultant estimates are uninterpretable, because they can be shifted in either direction by decisional or response biases, and (2) that only the use of tasks such as our PC-3R can disentangle these influences and provide accurate estimates of true perceptual shifts. Only in these conditions can the perceptual and nonperceptual determinants of observed performance be assessed. In this respect, knowledge of the occasions in which observers are undecided provides valuable information, and thus it is of utmost importance to record them by provision of a separate response category in a ternary response format, instead of letting observers arbitrarily misreport them as "left"/"right" responses on application of their guessing strategies and response bias.
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Appendix A
This appendix derives the probability distribution of D = |S 2 | − |S 1 |, where S 1 and S 2 are independent and normally distributed random variables whose densities are given by Eq. 2, with means μ(x 1 ) and μ(x 2 ), respectively. First, Y 2 = |S 2 | and Y 1 = |S 1 | are known to have folded normal distributions (Leone, Nelson, & Nottingham, 1961 ) with densities
The probability distribution of a transformation of two random variables is obtained by marginalizing the product of the absolute value of the Jacobian of the transformation and the joint density evaluated at the variables expressed in terms of the transformation (Bain & Engelhardt, 1992, p. 206) . When Y 1 and Y 2 are independent random variables with the folded normal distributions in Eq. A1, their joint distribution is h(y 1 , y 2 ) = h 1 (y 1 ) × h 2 (y 2 ). To obtain the probability
The joint density of D and V is then given by h
with f being given by Eq. 2, and note that ε L = ε R = 0 (i.e., no response errors) renders Eq. 3.
The extension for MSS-3R tasks is analogous, except that the ternary response format implies that each judgment can be misreported in two forms (see the tree diagram at the right of Fig. 14) . Thus, let ε L , ε C , and ε R be the probabilities of misreporting "left," "center," and "right" judgments, respectively. Also, let κ X-Y be the probability of misreporting judgment X as response Y-so that, for instance, κ L-C and κ L-R are the probabilities of misreporting a "left" judgment as a "center" response or as a "right" response, with κ L-C = 1 − κ L-R , and analogously for all other possible judgments and misreports. The resultant psychometric functions for "right" and "center" responses in the MSS-3R task are 
MSS-3R:
Fig. 14 Tree diagrams describing the sequences of events mapping unobservable judgments onto the observed responses in the MSS-2R (left) and MSS-3R (right) tasks. The starting point at the left of each diagram is the unobservable judgments, which occur with probabilities given by the applicable equations. Once the judgment is made, misreports occur with probabilities given by the ε parameters. In the MSS-2R task (left diagram), misreports result in a response opposite to the "left" or "right" judgment originally made, whereas "center" judgments render an arbitrary "left" or "right" response at random and according to the response bias parameter ξ. In the MSS-3R task (right diagram), misreports also render a response different from the judgment that was made, but, since two error responses are possible, which one is given is determined by additional parameters κ with f given by Eq. A5. In the symbols denoting the error parameters, the subscripts 1, C, and 2 refer to the judgments/ responses ("Interval 1," "I can't tell," and "Interval 2"), and the parenthetical superscripts refer to the interval in which the test configuration was presented. Note that Eqs. 5 instead obtain when all εs are zero (i.e., no response errors).
The only effect of error parameters is to alter the asymptotes of the psychometric functions (for a detailed explanation, see García-Pérez and Alcalá-Quintana, 2012c). The estimated values of these error parameters were generally null or very small, and their effect on the asymptotes can be seen in Fig. 9 , as we describe next for sample cases. For Observer 1 in the MSS-2R task (left panel in the first row of Fig. 9 ), the estimated ε L was 0.04 as a consequence of the (accidental) nonzero proportion of "right" judgments at x = −6, rendering the nonzero lower asymptote of the fitted psychometric function; in contrast, no evidence of response errors is observed at large positive stimulus positions, and hence, the estimated ε R was zero. More evidence of response errors can be seen at large negative and large positive stimulus positions in the MSS-2R data of Observer 5 (left panel in the third row of Fig. 9 ). The estimated error parameters in this case were ε L = 0.06 and ε R = 0.05, which affect the upper and lower asymptotes of the fitted psychometric functions. A similar Fig. 9 ; Observer 11 is excluded for reasons discussed in the text effect in the psychometric functions fitted to MSS-3R data can be seen for Observer 12 (second panel in the last row of Fig. 9 ); for analogous effects in the psychometric functions fitted to PC-3R data, see the results for Observers 1 and 4 (third and fourth panels in the first two rows of Fig. 9 ).
Appendix C
Figures 15 and 16 show data and fitted psychometric functions for the observers whose results are not shown in Fig. 6 (for the separate fits of data from each variant of the landmark task) or in Fig. 9 (for the joint fits of data from all variants of the landmark task). Note that the data from Observer 11 are very noisy in all variants of the landmark task, and it also looks as if the observer had largely avoided "I can't tell" responses in the PC-3R task and simply guessed at random between "Interval 1" and "Interval 2" responses at all stimulus positions. The observer did not acknowledge this or other wild behavior on debriefing, and also did not report any difficulty carrying out the task. All data from this observer were nevertheless discarded, because they are unlikely to reflect the observer's actual bisection ability. Large amounts of noise are also apparent for some observers in the PC-3R task, as compared to their own performance in MSS variants of the landmark task. By the observers' own accounts on debriefing, this seems to have been caused by an unanticipated conflict in the response interface. Specifically, observers gave their responses in the PC-3R task with the "1" (first interval), "2" (second interval), and "3" ("can't tell") keys on the numeric pad of the computer keyboard. On a nonnegligible number of occasions, presentation of the test configuration in the first interval with the transecting bar clearly on the right induced observers to hit keys "2" or "3" rather than key "1"; analogous errors (but in reverse) occurred when the test stimulus was presented in the second interval and with the transecting bar clearly on the left. These types of response errors are very apparent in the data from Observer 13 in Fig. 1 : When the test was presented first (third panel from the left), positive stimulus positions show a noisy mixture of "Interval 1" and "Interval 2" responses (black and red circles); when the test was presented second (fourth panel from the left), an analogous mixture occurs at negative stimulus positions. In retrospect, this conflict would have disappeared, and collected data would arguably have been less noisy, if the observers had instead been requested to indicate which configuration displayed the vertical bar closer to the horizontal midpoint (which is equivalent, as far as the model is concerned). Nevertheless, we do not see any sign in the data to the effect that the extra noise caused by this conflict might invalidate the results obtained with the PC-3R task.
